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BASIC MANEUVERING BOARD PROBLE?-s 
1. Your ship bears 300 , distance 6 miles from the gu:i.°cle1 ~hich 
is on course 010 at speed 16 kts. You are ordered .~o pr.oceed 
to a station bearing 080 7 miles from the guide. · • · 
a. What is the guides original bearing from you? 
b. What will be the bearing of the guide from you when you 
are on new station? . . 
c. What will be the direction of the relative roovement? 
d. What is the relative distance? 
e. What course do you steer to proceed to new station at 
20 lmots? · · • ' 
~-=r~ · Wliat will be the relative speed? .. ~ . ~ ~ ' ~ 
g. How long will it take to complete the maneuver? 
2. The flagship bears 0401 8000 yds tromyou. Flagf!~P is on 
course 270, speed l4 knots. · 
a. What is ypur bearing from the ._nagship? 
b. What co~se ·do you·t~ke at 20 knots to take station 4000 
yds directly ahe,id of the fiagship? 
' 1 • • 
c. What will be your bearing from· the flagship when on 
station? 
c4 What will be the .relative speed? 
e. How long will it take to ~et on st·ation? 
.3. ·ThE( guide is on ·course'.120 ~peed 18 kts, formation axis is~ 
120J your ship is in station 6090. You are ordered to take 
station 2090 • . 
, I 
a. What is the true bearing of the guide before closing? 
be . Will this bearing change during the maneuver? . . 
c. The Captain directs you to alter course 20° to close the 
. Guide• To what course do you come? 




4. You bear 0801 12 miles from the guide. Guide is on .~urse 200 speed 
14 kts. You are directed. to proceed to new station 1 mile directly 
astern or the guide, and to be on station in 40 minutes. 
' •, 
a. What will the guide bear from you when on station? 
be What is the relative distance? 
c. What will be your course and speed to get on station? 
5. Flagship's course is 0801 speed 16 knots. Flagship bears ooo, 3000 
yards from you. T_ake station bearing 2201 12,000 yards from the 
flagship• . 
a. What is your course at the sp~ed ot the flagship? 
be What is your speed if you steer 12$? 
c, What are your two possible courses if your speed is 10 knots? 
Indicate the time required to get on station tor both courses. 
d. At what minimum 
1
specd can the maneuver be perf' ormed? ·' 




6. A ship proceeding on course 26o at 14 knots bears 015 from you, 
distance 6500 yards. You desire to get on the other side of ·· 
this ship, passing astern of her enroute. Captain specifies 
that you are not to get oloser than 1000 yards to the other ship. 
(Minillllm range problem. Draw 1000 yarcl circle about R, and ch-aw 
DBM line :t,angent to this circle) 
a, What course do you take at 15 knots? 
b, What will be the bearing of the other ship when at CPA (closest 
point of approach) -1000 yards? . 
c. What will be the ran..,,e to the other ship when you pass astern 
of her? · · 
7. You are on course 070, speed 18 knots with another'ship bearing 
1201 4500 yards. from you on course 0001 speed 14 .knots. Other 
ship has the right of W83" • • · 
a. What will be the closest you wii!'pass 'the othei ship if you 
maintain present C<?urse and speed? . _. . . . 
b. You decide it is safe to· pass 1500 yar·ds dead ahead of the 








O. You are proceeding on course 16o, speed 15 knots and pick 
up a contact bearing 105, distant 211 000 yards• In 10 
minutes the contact bears 107, distant 151000 yards. 
a. \vhat is relative speed? 
b• What is contact's actual course and speed? 
Ca What will be the distance to the contact at CPA? 
d. What will be the bearing to the contact at CPA? 
e0 How many minutes after the original contact will the 
contact be at CPA? 
9. You are on course 330., speed_22 knots, and get radar contact 
on a ship bearing 040, distant 12.4 miles. In 9 minutes the 
contact bears 04J., distant 10 miles. 
10. 
a. What is course and speed of the contact? 
be What will be the distance to the contact at CPA? Will 
you pass ahead or astern the contact? 
Ce You decide to maintain course and speed until the contact 
closes to 8 miles, then change speed so that you will clear 
the contact astern at a minimum range of 1$00 yards. 
What speed will you order? 
A submarine has contact on an eneJey" destroyer bearing 2901 
distant 6 miles. The eneJey" is estimated to be on course 
0701 speed 18 knots. The submarine closes for submerged 
attack at 6 knots. 
a. What is the minimum firing range the submarine can 
attain using 6 lmots? 
b. What course should the sub steer to attain minimum firing 
range? 







TAC~ICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE MANEUVERING BOARD 
1. Four ship division of destroyers at staJldar.d distanc,e on 
course 0901 speed 15 lmots in line abreast to starboard 
in normal sequence. EIGRT CORPEN is made and executed. 
All ships except the Guide increase speed to 20 knots. 
(OTC and Guide are in ship having sequence number 1. You 
are in ship having sequance nwnber 4.) 
a. What is your course to station? 
be Wliat is the relative distance? 
c. How long will it take for ship 4 to regain station? 
2. Four DD1.s in c'olunn open order at standard distance. Course 
0201 speed 14 knots. Guide in load ship. A diamond form-
ation is signalled. You are i p ship in station 2. · 
a. What is the range and bearing to the Guide when in 
column. open order? 
b. What is range and bearing to the Guide when in diamond . 
formation? · 
c. wbat course does two t a.~e to go to new station at 14 
knots? 
d.. How l?Zlg will it take ,to carry out the maneuver? 
3. You are Officer of the Deck of a ship in a replenishment' 
.formation. Formation axis ru_id course 060, speed 12 lmots .• 
Your ship is in station 4090, Guide is in station zero, 
and 2. destroyer is in station· 1120. OTC directs your ship 
to proceed to waiting station 2000 yards as~ern the Guide• 
a. What will the Guiq.e boar when on sta:tion? 
be If the Captain specifies 12 knots for the maneuver, what 
course do you take? 
c. How close will you come to the destroyer? 
d. What will be the relative speed with respect to the Gui.48? 
e. How long will it take to get on station? 
4. Following refueling in the preceding problem, your ship is 
ordered to talce station 4315. 
a. What will be the range and. bearinc; to the guide when 
on station? 
b. Using 20 knots, what course do you order? 
c. Assuming 700 relative yards are required to decelerate from 
20 to 12 lmots, what 1-1ill be the r2nie to the Guirle 1·1hen 
speed reduction is made? 2•1 
5o Four DD 1s in normal sequence form a scouting line in line of bearing 
260° H from ship 1. Formation course 3101 speed 15 lmots, distance 
between scouts 4000 yarcls. Ships 2 and 4 are ordered. to exchange · 
stations. You are in shi9 4, you drop back 500 yards ·and head for 
a point 1000 yards ast~~n number 2 1s 9osition 
a. What is your course at 20 knots? 
b. How close will you pass 3 enroute? 
c. When you are 6ooo yards from 1 1 2 has hauled well clear. What 
is your course now at 20 knots to proceed to new station in · 
the scouting line? 
6. You are in support ship s t ation S2 in a one carrier, two s,upport 
ship carrier exercise formation 4J. X. Guide is in the carrier• 
Axis 040, course 270, speed 16 kno·ts. '• 
a. Plot the formation. 
b• Whnt range and bearing do you me.intain on the Guide? 
c. Another support ship joins the formation, ·and you are assigned 
, .. station 2240. What will be the new range and be.aring from 
your ship to tpe guide when in new station? 
d.. \-niat will be your course to new s t ation at 20 lmots? 
7. You are 00D of a carrier proceeding to 
bears 175, distant 4 miles , 
is in carrier exercise formation ·4l X, 
16 !mots-. Formation is for J · carriers 
are direc~ed to proceed to station 9.· · 
' : 
a. Plo~ the formation. 
join a task group. The Guide 
· . Formation 
axis 3001 course 260, speed 
and 2 support ships. You 
G-.;i de is in Station A. 
b. What will oe the bearing an~ range to the Oui&e f rom your 
ship when on s t at ion? 
c. \ofl1P.t course cfo you take e.t 20 knot s? 
c1.. How close will you come to the support s hip in s t ation S11 
assuming her to be on station? 
e. When the Guide bears 240, distance 4200 yards, the OTC alters 
formation course to 2300 To uhat course do you come, maintain-








8. You ~re OOD of a destroy<:..i· maintaining screening station on 
a carrier who bears 3361 3700 yards from you. Formation course 
030, s~:>eed 15 knots. Car1·ier is to come into the wind to 
coUl"se 250 at 1300 and you a.re to be in rescue clestroyer 
station bearing 165 R distance 1500 yards from the carrier 
at that time. 
a. What will be the range and bearing of the carrier from 
your shi~::i when you are in new station? 
b. What relative distance llDlst you go? 
c. You are to depart screenin3 station 10 minutes before 
1300. W.1at is your required course an<l speed? 
9. You are in station S2 ofar.2 carrier, 2 support ship formation 
41 x. Formation axis is 170, course 250, Uuice is in 
carrier in station Band is proceedin~ at stationin~ speed. 
At 1300 the other support ship is to depart the formation, 
and you ai."'e to assume station Sl in a one support ship form,. 
ation. 
a. rJhat will be your r~e and bearing to the Guide when 
in new s t ation? 
be What will be your course to station at operational speed? 
c. To expedite getting you on station, the OTC at 1300 
a;a.ters formation speed to normal speed. How rrru.ch time 
does this action save you in getting on station? 
de When the Guide bears 0801 distance 2500 yards from you, 
the OTC desi~nates the flagship Guide in station A. Now 
Guide at the time bears 250, distance 1700 from your 
ship. ~fuat is now your course to st~tion at stationing 
speed? 
10. You are in station B in a tuo carrj_er, three support ship 
formation. Axis 270, course 330, speed 15 Jmots. Guide 
is in Station A. Wind is from 26o. You are authorized to 
proceed downwind 3000 relative yards to launch aircraft, 
a. What course and speed do you use to get to downwind 
position in 10 minutes? 
be How close will you be to ship in station SJ? 
c. ore brines the formation to course 26o, speed 20 Jmots, 
How long can you proceed into the wind at operational 









MAIN BODY AXIS ROTATION 
1. Guide is in station zero of a circular formation, and your 
station is 7030. Formation axis is 215, course 215, speed 
18 lmots. Rotate axis to the right 30°. . 
a. What is the range and bearing to the Guide when on station 
before and after the. axis change? 
be What course do you select at 15 lmot.s to: gain station in 
minimum time? 
2. You are_in a destroyer ~tationed in the center of a circular 
formation. Formation axis lSO, course 100, speed 16 knots, 
Guide in a support ship in station l.il20. Rotate axis to 
090. 
:a.. What are the ranges and be~rin3s to the G~de from your 
ship tq maintain proper ste.tion before ancl after the 
axis change? 1 
b. What course do you select to perform the maneuver at 
14 lmots? 
c. What. is the minimum e,eed at which maneuver can be 
performed? 
d. What is time to station using minimum speed? 
3. ~ Fo:rma,tion 41 X, four carriers and two support ships. _ Axis 
000, cow.1 se 0901 speed 15, laiots, Guide in station A • . · ,. 
-
a. What are the bearings an~ ranges to the Guide from ships 








Axis ·is rotated _to o5o. What are the new bee.r;l.n::;s and 




Ho,., far (relative yards) must ship in Sl go to regain 
station? S2? 
What is course of ship in,S2 to new station at normal 
speed?* 




l;. Forr..ation !;J.;~, three carriers , f'our su·_Jport ships present. Axis 
1801 course 2201 speed 16 lmots. Guide is in station A, your 
ship is in station c. Axis is rotated 50° to the left. 
a. What is the original bearing and range from your ship, to the 
Guide? 
b. What will be the final bearing when on station? 
c. What is your course. to regain station at 24 knots? 
' 
de When you have 1000 relative yards remaining to ~et on station 
the OTC alters formation course to 290. What is your new 
course at 20 knots?. 
e. What 1-dll be the total time to arrive on station? 
5. You are in station Sl in a two carrier, two support ship 41.X· foz:m-
ation. Formation axis 240, course 1101 speed 15 lmots. Axis 
rotated to 280. Guide is in station Be 
a. What will be the range and relative bearing to the Guide wh~n 
on Station? 
b. Will you be able to regain s tation in 10 minutes, using 
stationing speed? 
c. What speed will be required to re3ain station in 10 minutes~ 
6. Formation LJ.X, three carriers presento HANCOCK in station A, ESSEX. 
in station B, I<EARSAGE in station c. Formation wp.s ooo, course 
290, speed 15 knots. Guide is in DD 871 (KIES) in circular 
screening station No. 1, bearing ooo, 8000 yards from formation , 
center. Rotate formation axis 50° to the right. (NOTE• in rotating 
the formation axis, screen axis does not change, Wlless otherwise 
specified. In this case, screen center does not shift as :f,n the 
case when a main body ship not in the center is guide) 
a. What is HAMC0CK'S original range and bearing to the Guide? 
Final range and bearin~? 
b. What course will F.SSEX require to regain station., using 20 
· lmots? 
c. What speed will KEA..'IBAGE require if she used course 265 to per-









7. Formation 41X., consisting of 2 CVA's, 1 BB, 2 CA•s, and a 
circul.ar screen of DDs. Formation axis and course is 190, 
speed 15 knots. Guide is in screen station 9 bearin~ 1301 
9000 yards .from station zero. OTC rotates axis and alters 
course to 230. 
a. Diagram the formation. 
be What is range and bearing to the Guide from ship in 
station SJ before the maneuver is executed? 
c. What will be the bearing from station SJ to the Guide 
after execution? 
cl. Will carrier in station A have to speed up or slow for 
the maneuver? 
e. Sarne question for carrier- B. 
fe What is course of ship in station Sl to the new station 
at 15 lmots? 
a. You are conning a carrier in station A in a 2 carrier, 3 
support ship 41X formation. Formation axis 100, course 230, 
speed 16 lmots, Guide in support ship in station S3. OTC 
orders axis rotation 60° to the left. 
a. Plot the original formation. What is the original 
range and bearing to the Guide from your station? 
Final range and bearing? 
b. You come right 20° to regain station. What speed would 
you use? 
c. Afte.r proceeding 3000 Yj¥'ds to station (relative ci~stmce), 
OTC executes another 60 axis rotation counter-clockwise. 
What course do you order at a speed of 20 knots? 
cl. What will be your total time required to arrive on station? 
9. You are OOD or a carrier in a circular formation, assigned 
to station 3090. Formation axis is 045, course 0901 speed 
15 lmots. Guide is in station 3270. Following a recovery, 
you find your ship out of station, with the Guide bearing 
330, distance 8000 yards from you. You immediately 
connnence regaining station • 
a. To what course do you come at 20 knots? 
b. How far 1111st you go to regain station? 
c. After proceeding 4 minutes enroute, the axis is rotated 
to 030. Without changing speed, what new course do you order? 
d. You plan to reduce to format.ion speed when 500 yards from 






1. You are screen coJIIIlkmder in charge of screening a main body 
in formation 4:LX, consisting of 3 carriers and four support 
ships. Screen is designed to protect against a 42 knot 
variable course torpedoM-. Formation axis 040, course 0801 
speed 14 lmots. Screen axis ooo. Effective sonar range 2000 •·· 
yards. 17 DD present. 
a. Plot the main bod;y. 
b• What screen circle do you select?* 
c. What is the maxilTllill permissable screening distance? 
d. Have you sufficient destroyers to form a concentric 
sere~? 
e. What station(_~) do you leave wiass'igned? 
r. Plot the screen. What is the bearing and distance of 
station 14 from station C? 
2. 10 destroyers available to protect 2 carr~ers and 1 support 
ship in formation 4:LX. Formation axis 300, course 200, 
speed 15 knots, F.BR 2800 yards. Intelligen ce says enej'J\Y' 
subs have a 50 knot torpedo, effective firing ranee 5000 
yards. 
a. What circle is required for a concentric ~creen to fully 
protect the main body? 
b. Can a concentric screen be employed, using the ships 
available? 
c. What screening station(s) s_houl.d be wiassign'ed? 
<1. Course is altered to 270. What is the range and 
bearing from·screen station 4 to the Guide on new course? ~ . . 
3. Main body-in formation 41.X, 2 carriers and 2 support ships present. 
Axis 2001 course 300, speed 14 knots. Guide in carrier in 







What concentric screen circle is required to protect against 
a 42 knot, variable course torpedo*? 
Hmi many destroyers would be required to form a concentric 
screen with no vacancies? 
Plot screen station l for such a screen. What is the 
bearing and distance from this station to the Guide? 
OTC rotates formation axis to 150. What is the course 
of all screening ships to new station at stationing speed? 
What will be new bearing and distance from station 1 to the 
Guide, 
appendix 2. 4-1 
. . 
4. Formation 41X, colll,!'.)osed of .3 carriers md two support ships. Axis 
ooo, course 320, speed 17 knots, Cerrier in station A is Guide, 
18 station concentric screen on circle 9 • 
. . 
a. Screenin~ sto.tions 9 and 13 are unassigne~ ·- Is t}ds valid? 
b, What is th~ / an .. ;;e and bearing from station 17 to the Guide? 
c, Formation axis rotated to 300, What is new range E'.nd bearing 
from station 17 to the Guide? 
ct. What course does ship in. station 17 head to regain sta,tion 
at 20 knots? · 1· ' · , 
' 
e. Course is altered to 350. What· -action should the screen 
commander take .witq respe~t to the unassigned stations? 
~ • " • l ' 
5. Formation 41.X., composed of 2 carriers., no support ship's• Axis 1201 
course 050, speed 12 knots. Concentric screen. of 10 stations is 
on circle 8. Ship in' screen J t ktion ·l is Guide. ' 
• , ,. 
a. What' is screening dist'ance? ,J • 
b. What is the bearing from ship in Station B to the Guide? 
Screen station 5 to the Girl.de? , • · 
,, c. Formation axis is rotated to '090. What is new bearing from 
station B to the Guide? W.1at does screening station 5· nqw 
bear f'rom the Guide? 
' . 
, ' , .. 
r , 
de Station A is now designated Guide., and the Screen· axis rotated 
30° to the left. What is co\irse of ship in station l to 
regain station at no change of speed? 
6. 12 station concentric screen protecting n carrier f'orm~.tion. Guide 
is in station ;.3180 •. ...JM141i ~.70, cour~e 170_, _speed 15 1?1ots. Screen 
is on circle 8.5; s-!i:.itr8-n ;£is unessigned. · 
a. ,.OTC runs up .but ' does nqt e::ocuttf TIIRB.E. TURN, Screen commander 
orders ship in stat ion 3 to rotate one station clockwise, 
\fuat .will be her course. to new s ¼ tion at 20 lalots? - ~ "' - . ... .. -. . 
b. When 1000 yards .• from station, the OTC exe.cutes T:mu,8" TURW. 






7. 17 station concentric screen protecting a carrier formation. 
Guide is in station 4.5045. Formation axis 0001 course llO, 
speed 20 lalots. Screen is on circle 10, station 4 is wiassigned. 
Your ship in station 11. 
a. Four ships leave the screen, and the screen commander 
orders a concentric screen of 14 stations on circle 6. 
Your ship is reassigned to station 7. What will be the 
bearing and distance from your ship to the Guide when 
you are in new station? 
b. What is your course at 20 knots? 
c. When you bear 120T distame6000 yards, the OTC rotates 
the formation axis to 030. To what new course do you come 
to head for adjusted station? 
8. Formation axis 270, course 270, speed 15. Your destroyer has 
completed rescue destroyer duty and is located 1000 yards 
astern carrier in station 2.52701 which is also the Guide. 
You are to proceed to station 12 of a 12 station concentric 
screen on Circle 8. 
a. What course do you take at operational speed to regain 
your station in the screen? 
b• How long will it take to get there? 
Ce When you have proceeded half way to station, the OTC 
rotates the formation axis to 230. What will be the 
range and bearing from your ship to the Guide when in 
adjusted station 12? 
cl. What is your course? 
e. Formation course is altered to 1501 sl;)eed increased to 
. -· . .. ......... . -~ 
20 lmots prior to reZ;;ainin;; station. What is your course 





_. • • I - ,; 
Chapter V 
·D;CENTRIC SCREER:3 
l. You are screen commander whose screen is protecting · a 3 
carrier, 4 suppo:r.t ship main boc\v in formation 41X. Formation 
axis 0901 courfie·o70, ~peed. 16 knots. Ene!Ttf is assumed to • 
be using a 42 lmot variable course torpedo*• · EER 2400 yards. 
Y: 
a. On what circle would a concentric screen be placed? , . 
be What is the minimum number of screening ships required to 
f~m an adequate concentric screen? 
c. You have only 12 ships available. On what circle do you 
~ forni an eccentric screen with no W1assigned stations? 
cl. \fuat is the amount and direction of the cffset· for such 
a screen? 
e. What does screen station 8 bear from station 84? 
2. You "have 16 sere~ ships available to protect a main body 
contained within circle .3.5. You are protecting against a 
52 knotJ 6ooo yard torpedo. Otm speed is 13 knots. ~R 
.': ?9Q? y~ds· . 
a. On what circle would a concentric screen be formed? 
b. How many stations would be ·re~ed to for~ a ·concentric 
ifol:'een? ' "·. ~ 
c. On what circle would you form an eccentric screen if two 
wiassigned stations ar·e wiassigned? :· · 
d. What offset would you select? 
.3. Main boey contained in circl~ 4, cour'se 1701 s_peed 12 lmo~s, 
ESR 16oo yards~ · . . · 
a. Are 16 screen ships .suff icient for a con~entric screen , to . , 
furnish protection against a 42 knot variable course 
t~pedo?* 
' . - ' 
b. What offset ·is required to form an eccentric screen of 
18 stations? 
c. It only 17 ships were availaQle, what station would· 
normally be unassigned? · · 
! I ... 1·-, . 
il'reference.·a:ppen:dix 2 • . 
s-1 
. . , 
, . . -· 
~..i - • 
4, Formation 1.a.X, composed of 2 carriers and 2 support ships. Forn.-
ation axis 3001 course 280, speed 15 knots. Guide in Station 
A. Protected by a 12 station eccentric screen of radius 7500 
yards. Screen offset 1500 yards. . . 
a. Diagram main body and screening stations. What raiige and 
9earing does ship. in s.tation 6 maintain to keep station on 
the Guide? 
. , 
b. OTC rotates formation axis 40° clockwise. \vhat is course of 
all screen ships to regain station at stationing speed~ . 
c. What is new range and bearing from station 6 to the Guide? 
5. Situation identical to originru. situation stated in problem 4. 
OTC runs up 220 TURN.· Screen commander desires that screen re-
orient to . new course, using s.ame off set. . 
a. What is the course of all screen ships at formation speed to 
orient th~ screen prior to execution of 220 TURN? 
be To what course would screen ships come at 15 knots if new 
cours~ wer~: 040? · . . 
c. How ma.ey- rriinutes are required to pe:rf orm the maneuver· in 
question a. Question b? How long for the main body to traverse 
the amoW'lt of the offset? 
6. Situation. identical to original situation in problem 4. 
OTC signals 220 TURN and executes it as soon as it is .under-
stood. · 
a. Screen eomrn"an~er desil:e~ to reorient the screen, what is 
course of all screen ships to adjusted stations at 20 knots? 
be How long will the above maneuver take? 
7 e Formation 41,"{1 consisting of 3 carr iers anci 2 support shi].'.)Se 
Formation axis 060, course 0901 speed 15 knots, Guic1.e in station 
A. 17 station eccentric screen of r adi us 9000 yards, screen 
offset 2000 yards. 
a. How. far apart are the screening sta1iiona? (approximate) 
b. Screen ship in station 11 sights a floating object 500 
yards abeam to port. How close will it pass the next ship 
astern ·and in how nimw minutes? 
c. OTC signals SIX T'Ulllle Screen comnander orders reorientation 
before signal is executed. To what course do screening 
ships come at formation speed? 
d• Two minutes after screen commences reorientation, OTC executes 
SIX TUR1'1. Ship in station 11 comes to course 010. What speed 






8., Main bocly in circular formation with axis 230, course 0.30, 
speed 18 knots. Guide is in station .3000. Screen is eccentric, 
radius 6500 yards, offset 1500 yards, 15 stations. 
a. OTC signals course alteration to .320. Screen corillnander 
orders screen to reorient prior to execution and directs 
ship in station 15 to rotate one station clockwise. What 
will be the range and bearing from this ship to the 
Guide when in new station? 
b. What will be course and speed of screen ship above to 
complete the maneuver in 6 minutes? 
c. OTC executes course change to J20 before the screen ship 
can get on station. To what course does the screen ship 
come at 22 knots? 
de When the Guide bears 340 distance 3500 yards from the 
screen ship, the OTC rotates formation axis to 170. 






BENT LmE SCREENS, 
1. You are commander of an escort squadron of 9 ships furnish-
ing screen protection for a main body formation contained 1n 
a circle of 3000 yards radius. Enenv is assumed to have a 
42 lmot variable course torpedo•* Effective sonar range is 
2000 yards. Submarine threat is predominent. Formation 
speed is !6 lmots. Course changes are not expected to 
exceed 60 • · -
a. On what circle must screen be placed to give adequte 
A/S protection, allowin~ for two unassigned stations~ 
b. Can you form an ·adequate concentric screen? 
c. \-lhat offset would be required to form an eccentric. 
screen? · 
d. Is such a screen practical? 
' . 
e. ' W}lat type .screen would you select? 
2. Your ship is in station 5 of bent line screen 5S5H, screening 
a CVE. rormation course 0501 speed 15 knots. OTC signal~ 
course change to 100. 
a• Plot the. screen before a.nd after orientation• 
b• What will be your station in the screen after reorienting? , 
What will be the range and bearing from t llis station to 
the Guide? 
c. What will be your course at 20 lmots to head directly · 
tor new station, if OTC has not yet altered course? 
' . . 
d. What will be. your · initial direction of turn? 
* Refer appendix 2 
ff Refer appendix 5 
.3,. Seven ships available to form a bc:nt line screen protecting a 
single transport proceeding on course 1201 speed 19 lmotse 
a. What screen is appropriate?* 
be How many screen ships ·are pouncers? 
. . course change to o6o. ' ' 
c. OTC orders/S?reen to reorient ., by method RUMo • What is 
course of ship :Lri station 6 to proceed directly to stat.ion·· at 
25 lmots? 
de How long is required for the above ship to regain station? 
4. 8 DD available to form a bent -line screen protecting two CVE•s, 
preceedin'.;; in line abreast on course 2901 speed 16 lmots., 
Distance 4000 yards, left hand ship is Guide• Screen center is 
located half'wcW between the CVE•s . . 
a. What.screen is appropriate?* 
be What is range and bearing of station 4 from tlie Guide? 
c. OTC executes 220 CORPEW. What will be the required distanoe 
and bearing from ship in station 8 to the liuide to be on 
s·tation whe'.1 maneuver is completed? · 
de What is the course of ship in station 8 at 21 lmots? ' 
5. Six screen ships, available to form a bent line screen to protect a 
Guided Missile C1·uiser on course 0301 speed 18 knots0 
a. What screen is appropriate? 
be OTC signals the screen to reorient to 180 by method Rill{. What 
is the ini tia'!. direction of turn of ship in station .)? .What 
will be her new station nwnber? , 
c. What will be ·the course of s~·lip in station l to new station 
and her time enroute? Use speed of 18 lmots. 
de When the cruiser bears .315 distance 4000 yards from the above 
ship, the OTC executes TURN 160. What is screen ship's new 
heading to station at 24 knots? 
.,. ... 
... . •· ,~ 





6. Screen 5S7, screening an APA and Elll AKA. Course 270, speed 
14 knots. AKA keeping station 2000 yards off port beam 
of the APA. Screen center midway between APA and AKA. OTC 
signals the screen to reorient to 150, using method RUM. 
a. What station does ship. in station 2 proceed to? What 
is her initial direction of turn? 
b. What is initial. direction of turn of ship in station 1? 
What will be her bearing and range to the Guide when on 
station? 
c 0 The ship in what station will have the longest distance 
to go? 
de Neglecting transfer1 what is course of ship in station 3 
at 20 knots to pass the Guide 1000 yards off her star-
board beam? 
7. Destroyer screen ,s6 screening a single carrier. Cour~e 2301 
speed 16 knots. O'I'C signals CORPEN 010, but does not execute. 
Screen connnander directs screen to reorient in the direction 
of the new course immecliately, using method COKE. 
a0 Ships in what two stations will become the wing ships 
after reorienting? 
b0 What station will ship in station 1 occupy? 
c0 What course should s11ip in station 5 come to at station-
ing speed? 
B. Screen 555 screening a single ship on course 090, speed 15 
!mots. OTC•s doctrine is to allow 8 minutes between signal 
to alter course and execution of the signal. 
a. OTC signals course altered to 230. Screen connnander 
immediate'.cy reorients, specifying method COKE. To 
what station does ship in station S proceed? What speed 
will she require to get on station before the OTC alters 
course? 
b 0 To what station does ship in station 4 proceed? If she 
proceeds at 20 knots, how far will she be from station 
when the Guide has come to new course? 
c. What is the course of the above ship after the Guide 
has altered course? What will be her total time to 
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Chapter VII 
: •~ .,, ' .. • I ; I,•: ::; ,I · .• .,. i 
HOOSJ!SHOE SCREENS - POUNCER REORIENTATI~ 
1. Horseshoe s-creen. proteritiilg a ·convoy on course 350., speed .. • 
14 !mots, Guide ih' •· sh'ip in position QQ. Screen axis 3501 · 
12 screenin1;. ~lq.ps. on circle ?, -angular .spacing 20~. . . 
t • • • ~ • • • • • 
. ., . ·. . . 
a. What does ship "in·· screen station 7" bear f'rom the Guide? 
t • ~ • 
be Would, this screen give adequate protection if E'3R .is 1600 
yards? 
c. OTC reorients the screen to 090. By·what .method(s) ~ 
such reorientation be accomplished? 
d• To what station does ship in station Ugo? 
e. What, 1s her course to new station at 16 knots? 
. 0 
2. Horseshoe screen of 9 s i'lips on circle 6, angular spacing JO , 
scr~en axis 270. :.Main boey Guide is in screen center. Course 
2501 . speed 15 ~ots. 
a. What is the bearing to the Guide trom ship in screen. 
station l? 
b. arc reorients the screen to 170. What is new station 
of ship in screen station_'l:? 
c. What is course of ship in station 7 to proceed to new 
. station at 20 knots? · 
de OTC alters course to 180 when .the above ship is hal.fwq 
to new station. What is her course now at 20 knots?' ; 
' . 
3. Bent line screen in 587 with wo pouncers. Course i4o, · 
speed 15 ,lmots. /}.ir .attack threatens, anq tJ'le, OTC orders .a . 
9 station horsef!!hoe s.creen on circle 6, angular sp~cing · 
30°, .all ships to retain the same staaon nwnbers. 
- .i. I ~ • • 
a. ·What is the C(?urs~· pf ship in bent ~e screen station 
7 at 20 knot&? · '· · · · ·. · ' 
• • 1' ' . 
be How ·1ong will it. take for ship in station 8 to get on 
'station at 20 lmots·? · · · 
. ' ... i..J.. . . 
- . jlo ... 
. .... 1 
• .... • f' ,' ... 
,; I ~ ~ - p • • t \ " • 
4. Bent line screen 5S7, with 9 screening ships. Course 0001 speed 
17 knots. Screen connnander signals screen to reorient to 120 
by method COKE, pouncers reorient by method pouncer RED. Guide 
is in screen center0 
a. What is course of ship in station 7 at 20 lmots? What will 
be her new station? · 
b. What i.s new station of ship in station 8? Wijen does she 
head for nei, station? What will be her course at 20 knots? . 
c. When above·ship is in new station, OTC alters course to 120. 
What is course of ship in station 6 at 22 knots? 
5~ Bent line screen 587 on course 1801 speed 12 knots, Guide in 
screen center • . Screen ordered to reorient to ,300 by method COKE, 
pouncera to reorient by method pouncer BLUE11 
a. What is new station for ship in station 6? 
b• What will be new station for ship in station 9? When does 
she head £or new station? . . 
c. When screen ships are on station, OTC alters course to 300 
and executes signal £or pouncers to reorient. What is course 
of ship in station 9 _at 18 knots? 
6. Two carrier,. three support ship formation l,lX on ~ourse 320, speed 
15 !mots. Axis is 0901 Guide in station A. Cc,ncentric screen ~on · 
circle a. Two pouncers are oriented on axis 320 in screening 
station 9, .5030, and 101 .53.30. Anticipated course for flight .. 
operations is 110. Pouncers are to complete reatlentation prior to 
execution of course change signals. 
a. If pouncers are to reorient t~ llO by method RUM, what will be 
new station of ship in station 10? 
. . 
b. Will pouncers be able to proceed directly to station if they 
are to remain outside the main body? 
c. Assuming pouncer in station 10 can proceed directly to 
station what speed will she require in order to COllT,t,lete the 
maneuver in 10 minutes? 
• 
7. Horseshoe screen on circle 1i screening a division 6f LST1_s con-
tained in a 1000 yard circle. Guide is in screen center. Screen 
axis and course are 210 speed 9 knots. Two pouncers in station 
91 4040 and station 8, 4320. OTC reorients screen axis to ooo, 
using method COKE1 pouncers to use method pouncm: RED.. . 
a. What is direction of initial turn of ship :iJl station 8? 
bo What is cours~ of ship in -station 9 at ,15 knots to new station? 
c. When ship in station 9 is halfway to new station, OTC shifts 
Guide to another ship in station bearing 120, 1000 yards from 
the old Guide. Will this action affect screening ships• solution 
to new station? 
d. Following reorientation, what is to be bearing and ran~~e to the 






Theory of Search 
CHAPl'ER VIII 
SEARCHm 
l. Three shipsspaced 25 miles apart equipped with SA-20 radar*. are 
searching for a surfaced submarine. . · 
a. What is the coverage factor? 
be What is thE: probability of detection? 
2a You are conduct:li?g an air search for a life raft equipped 
with corner reflectors. Aircraft are flying SO miles · apart· 
and carry AVN-lD radars. . } 
a. What is the minimum altitude that can be nown to maintain 
-a coverage factor of -0.6? 
b• If -~sired probability is 80% and aircraft £4" at 4000 
feet, what will be the track spacing? 
!teetangular Search 
3. You are operations officer o~ a division of four destroyers 
or·c:ered to search for a large barge, a?proximately the size · · 
or surfaced submarine., drifting in the fog off New Yo~k 
Harbor. Assigned search area is 160 miles in latitude by 
200 miles in longitude. Ships are equipped with SF~ radar. 
a. In planning the search, what would be your preferred . 
directions of search? · · 
l 
b. If you only desired to make two sweeps, what track spacing 
.would be used? . 




de How long would the search tal(e to complete., using a search 
speed of 20 lmots and executing turns by 90° siJ!ll].t~eous t,urn 
movements? 
4. · A· -patrol' squadron is assigned to make a quick· search for a 
downed seaplane in an area 580 miles wide by 700 miles long. 
Search aircraft are equipped wit:\t AVL radar. Assume target to 
be of surfaced submarin~ size. Search is to be conducted 
along the longest dimension, flying at 1500 feet • 
a. How many aircraft would be required to make a one sweep 
search, with a probability of detection of 71%? 
b. Word is received that the downed plane has sunk. What 
cover ace factor could b9:_ Dbtained if two sweeps were made 
with the above number of aircraf't and the target now 
considered to be life rafts with corner reflectors? Search 
altitude still to be 1500 feet• 
-Eefer appendix 6 
8-1 
Sector Search 
5. Your patrol squadron is directed to -search from its base for a 
small (.300 toot), foreign merchant ship known to be entering 
the area. Search is to extend out to 1050 miles, 15 degrees to 
either side of 055. Aircraft are equipped with AVN-lD radar and 
will fly at 4000 feet. Probability of detection at extrend.ties 
of search is set at 96%. 
a. What is the sweep width? 
be What is the track spacing at search extrend. ty? 
c• How many aircraft are required for a ~ormal search? 
de How many degrees will be in each aircraft's subsector? 
e. If searches are to be conducted in a clockwise direction, 
what are the courses to be made good for the northern-most 
scout for the following legs? 
(1) Ou.tboWld leg (2) Cross leg (3) Inbound Leg 
6. A patrol squadron is ordered to conduct a search for a disabled 
.•• t;l.slu,ng_ .bot.., searching a sector whose radius is 100 miles from 
a given point, and whose limiting bearin::s are 310 and 230. 
Aircraft carry AVR-1 radar. Search altitude will be 2000 ~eete 
a. What is the sweep width? 
b. I£ probability of 80% is -desired at the extremity of the 
search, what coverage factor must be achieved there? 
c. What will be the probability of detection when planes are 
350 miles out? 
d. Will 5 aircraft give suff icient coverage? 
e. If 5 aircraft are used, and searches are conducted so that • 
all turn are right hanci, what a.re the courses to be made 
good by the northernmost scout for its outbound leg, cross• 
. leg, . and inbound leg? · · 
f O If average ground speed is 165 knots, what is·: the time to 
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Chapter IX 
PATROIS * 
•,• . ,, 
Linear and Fixed station patrols 
- •- :. 
.. ' ~ r- : •• : I ... ~ 
1. A destrgy-er· 'di Vision of three · ships is gi-ven the task -ot.. 
pe:bi'-oiling a pa:esage 90 miles wide to prev.ent the n;1.gllt . . ; 
passage, or enell\Y'· torpedo boats. Destroyers ai·e equipped.-. 
with SF-2 radar. It is anticipated tltat the enetey" w.ill_;·-~ 
attenpt passage at 24 knots. 
:;· . : . .:r . ,· ' 
~ . 
- . 
a. What type patrol should be used? · : ... · 
A . 
b~ 'What ~o.v~rage factor will· be obtained if scouting _spee(\:: 
·18 26 kno~s?. What will ,be the probabili~y? .· _. . . . .. 
c. You desire ·~ probability of 85%. What speed. is required? 
.:·-, ;, ~ .... ·.. ...  . . 
' 
de What will be the track spacing? •.-
e. Diagram the patrol. What distance will each scout move 
(track length)? 
2. You are operations off icer !or a Pl' squadron, and your 
squadron has been ordered to prevent the passage ot an 
enerru·seaplane tender through a strait 6o miles wide. 
The tender is of destroyer size and can make 16 knots. 
PT•s cruising speed is 18 knots, and they area:i.uipped 
with sz radar. 
a. 1 -.:. ., •• :· What two types of patrol would be !Satisfnctory? 
b• l-lhat coverace factor would be attained, using only 
one scout? 
c. Ir you desired a probability of 94%, how many scouts 
would you require? 
de What coverage factor would be attained, using the 
above number of scouts, patrolling at 18 knots? What 
would be the track spacing? 
e. Sketch the patrol. What is the track length for each 
scout? 
~awera will vary depending on reading of course and rounding off 
solution. 
.. 
.3. You are !'.)lanning to set up a ilarrier to detect the passage 
of an enell\V cruiser through a given area JOO mil.es wide. 
Cruiser1s speed through the passage is anticipated to be 
24 knots. 
a. How many destroyers with SG-4 radar will be required 
to set up a linear patrol., if destroyers can patrol at 
a speed of 26 knots; attaining a required probability 
of detection of 85%. · 
b._ ·what coverage factor would you actually get with the 
above number of scouts?. 
c. You do' not ·have sufficient destroyers available. Could 
a patrol be set up for the same probability, using 10 
DEfs having SF-2 radar and 18 !mots speed? . 
l 










4- A PT squadron is ordered to patrol a strait 7S miles wide to 
prevent the night passage of troop barges. Scouts carry sz 
radar end will patrol at 16 knot speed. Barges are eJq>ected 
to approach from 100 at a speed of 8 knots, Consider barges 
to be of surf aced submarine size• · · 
a. What type patrol should be employed if 3 scouts are used? 
be What covera::e factor would be attained? 
c •. \fl{at would be the probal)ility or' detection? 
~' . • • .. ' ! ~ • 
de What is the track spacing? 
, ... ,; ..... , 
e. 41hat is the value of 00'? 
f e What is the ·lead angle?* · ~ ! 
.. --
g. Construct the patrol for one scout.- What aI'e the courses 
for the cross channel traclcs? ·~ - ) 
he What is the length of the . upsweep? ,, .. 
S, It is planned to set up a 3 sided barrier with destroy~rs · . 
outside a harbor to screen a so1 tie of. major ships against 
submarine attack. Destroyers will patrol at- a speec;l no:t 
exceeding 18 knots. Maximwn submerged speed of submarines 
is not expected to exceed 10 knots, Length of barrier is 
4.5 miles on a side; Sonrr sweep width is computed to be 
l.500 yards. 
a. What type patrol should be used? 
b. What covera3e would be obtained if only one destroyer 
were used. on a side? 
. ..  
.. 
c. Haw many destroyers would be required to achieve a probability 
of detection of asi.· 
de What actual coverage factor would be attained, using the 
above nwnber of ships? 
e. What is the actual track spacing? 
f • Diagram the patrol for one scout. What are the values 
fors 
(1) 001 
(2) Lead angle'"' 
(3) Length of cross channel tracks 
(4) Length of apsweep 
.. 
g. What slower scouting speed could be used, having four 
destroyers on a side? 
.JfGive to nearest degree 
9-3 
.. 
6- It is plrumed to set up a series crossover patrol across an 8 
mile strait with the use of airships to detect the passage of 
submarines. Submarines have a maximum sustained speed submerged 
of 10 knots. Airships patrol at 6o lmots, and use a detecting 
device having an effective. sweep width of .400 yards. 
a. How ln&\Y airships are req,uirpd to achieve a probability of 
detection or at least 80~? 
b• What track· spacing would be used for . the above nwnber of 
airships? 
Ce · If anticipate~-p_assage of the submarines. if from l.:;ast to 
West, what successive courses would each airship make good1 
7. A patrol plane equipped with AVR•l radar is to patrol for 
destroyers sized ships having a speed no~ exceeding 20 knots. 
a• Ir the patrol is to be flown at an a1titude .or 2000 feet 
at a speed of 160 knots, what will be the maximum barrier 
·length that can be covered and obtain a probability of .. 
detection of 85%3 
b. Wha.t is the lead angle for such a patrol? 
c. How long are the cross cha.1mel tracks? 
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CA.1tfilER EXEtlCISE F011MATION 
(Fictitious) 
1 2 .3 
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SELECTION OF SCRiI:EW cncLE 
for 4? lmot, variable course torpedo ' 
• •• • • ~ r 
· ' Against the 42 knot, -variable course torpedo, the t 
.. .-:·. following rules ·should:·be used-to •select -the screen · -
"'·circle, . 
' .. ,. ,. . , 
·· · · · · · l. · Speed of main body less than 15 knots a 
· -...... · · · Add 5 to the number- 0£· tlile •circle- by 
· · · · · · · - · · which the main body i-s contained. · -• .. 
•· ·· .- . .' :· · 2. Speed of ·the main ·boey -15 knots -or -
.... .. · _ ,: . . :-.: · ·· · · · · ·greatert Add 5.5 to tbe number-of -the 
·· .. · · .. .. ; - _ _._, · ·· · · - circle ·· by which the main ,body is -con-
. - ··----······· .. '. .... ·.. ·taine~ 
.... a t I • •I ' I - • • • • • t ~ 
APPENDIX 2 





TOTAL HUMBER OF STATIONS STATION 
AND BEARil~GS RELATIVE TO SCRFe"tla-J AXIS NO~ 
...... 
10 11. 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 _j -
000 000 000. 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 l 
036 033 030 028 025 02$ 022 021 020 020 020 .3 
-. 072 o65 06o .055 050 048 045 042 040 040 0.35 5 
108 098 . 090 083 077 072 06~ o65 060 055 055 7 
. \ 
144 1.30. 120 . 112 10.3 095 _ 090 085 080 015 010 9 . ' I 
164 ~ ]$0 1.38 130 120 112 lo6 100 095 090 ll 
165 155 145 135 127 120 115 110 13 
168 158 150 140 135 125 lS 
170 l6o 150 145 17 
170 160 19 ,. 
0 .• 180 20 
t 
180 190 200 18 
180 190 200 210 215 · 16 
180 192 202 212 22'1) 225 235 14 
180 195 205 215 225 23.3 240 245 250 12 
180 196 210 222 230 240 2!i7 255 26o 265 270 10 
215 230 240 250 257 264 270 275 280 285 290 8 
252 262 270 277 283 288 292 295 ,300 .305 305 6 
.. 
288 295 300 305 310 312 .315 318 320 320 .320 4 
324 .327 .330 332 335 336 338 340 340 340 340 2 
NOTEa This table is fictitious and will never be used under 
actual operation conditions. 
0 APPENDIX 3 
TABLE 14 C 
Total n11,llber of screening stations with 
sareening distance in hWldreds of yards 
Circle · 
Nwnber 
10 '·11 · ·12 lJ 14 · 15 16 17 16 19 .20 
6 38 35 32 JO 28 26 24 23 22 21 20 
6.5 ~ 38 35 32 30 28 26 25 24 22 21 
7 44 40 37 35 32 30 28 27 25 24 23 .. 
1.5 47 43 40 37 34 _ 32 30 29 27 26 24 
8 50 46 42 39 37 34 32 30 29 27 26 
8.5 54 49 45 42 39 36 34 32 31 29 27 
9 51 52 48 Wi 41 38 36 34 32 31 28 
9.5 6o 55 50 46 43 - 40 38 36 34 32 31 
10 63 57 53 49 45 43 40 38 35 .34 32 
10.5 66 60 55 51 48 45 42 40 37 36 34 
11 69 63 58 54 50 47 44 42 39 37 35 0 
NOTEa This table is fictitious and will never be used 
Wlder actual operating condtions. 
APPENDIX 4 



































































































































































































































































































SURFACE RADAR SWEEP WIDTHS 
(Fictitious) 0 
RADAR TARGET SIZE 
TYPE I 
.Life Raft Surfaced J?estroyer Cruiser 
I with Submarine or 
Corner Reflectors 
SF-2 26 26 28 30 . 
so-4 24 25 27 .32 .. 
SA-20 16 20 22 28 , ' 
sz 10 15 20 22 
' AIRBOI'J·IE RADAR SWEEP WIDTHS 
RADAR Alti-
TYPE tude Snor estroyer, 
.. Cruiser or . . ·--··· .. 1· lar er 
s 
5000 35 40 . 50 ' 65 0 
AVR-1 1000 50 60 : 70 85 
12000 70 ' 80 ; 90 · us 
I 
r 
11000 20 30 ; 40 40 
AVN-lD 11500 25 35 ~ : 47 . 50 
12000 30 .. 40 ! 50. 55 
!4000 35 45 . 50 60 
• 
200 25 : 30 32 
500 27 I 34 37 
AVL 800 30 ,38 40 
1000 35 • 44 · 49 
ll 00 7 4~ . 0 • 
APPENDIX 6 
PROBABILITY OF DETECTION IN TERMS OF W































































































1. a. 120 
be 260 
c. 098.5 
cl. 12.2 nd. 
e. 045.5 
r. 11.6 kts 
g. 64 min. 
2. a. 220 
be 327 
c. 270 
cl. 11.1 kt. 
e. 11 min. 
3. a. 030 
be No 
c. 100 
de 19.2 kt• 
4. a. 200 
b. 11.6 mi. 
c. 236, 26.7 kt. 
5. a. 202.5 
b. 8 knots 
c. 1021 39 minJ 181, 14.5 min 
cl. 1. 1 kt. 
e, 141 
6. a •. 334 
be 295 
c. 1250 yds. 
7, a. 400 yd. 
be 051 
8. a. 18 kts. 
b. 228, 16.7 kte 
Co 1900 yd. 
do 189 
e. 34.5 nd.n. 
9. a. 288, 21 kte 
b• 0,8 mi.; ahead 
c. 18.9 kt,. 
10. a. 4200 yards 
b. 359 
c. 20 min. 
1 
CHAP1'Elt .u: 
le a. 021 
b. 1900 yds. 
c. 9½ min. 
2. a. 500 yd., 024 
b• 1000 yd., o65 
c. 345.5 
cl. 2.6 min. 
3. a. 060 
b. 007 
c. 950 yd. 
de 10.7 kte 
e. 12} min. 
4. a, 4000, 195 
b1 040 
c. 3300 yds. 
5. a. 345.5 
b• 150 yds• 
c. 327.5 
61 a. plot 
be 2000 yd., 040 
c. 2000 yd,, 100 
d. 291.5 
7. a. plot 
be 2701 5250 ydse 
c. 189.5 
d. 900 Yd. 
e. 196.5 
8. a. 1500 yd, 1 235 
b• 4200 yd. 
c. oJ.4.5 - 26.5126 kts. 
9, a. 3200 yds • 1 0l.il.~5 
b1 222 
c. 4 min 
d. 198 
10. a. 005, 14.7 kts. 
b• 2000 yd. 
c. 18 min. 
..... ....... 
0 
. . , 
• 
CH!..PTill III 
l. a. o65, 7000 yd; 0951 1000 yd. 
b• 291 
2. a. 270, 4000 yd; 2101 4000 yd. 
b• 089 or 031 (preferred) 
c. 12.3 kt. 
de 11.7 min. 
J. a. (1) 272, 2850 yd. 
(2) 045, 4200 ydo 
(3) 026., 6500 
b. (1) 322, 2850 yd. 
(2) 095, 4200 yd. 
(3) 0761 6500 yd, 
c. 2400 yd; 5500 yd. 
d. 01.3 




e. 16.2 min. 
5. a. 0 .30°R., 3900 yd 
b• yes 
c. 18 kts. 
6. a. 5000 yd, 000 
6500 yd • ., 339 
b. 311.5 
c. 24.3 kt. 
7. a. plot 
be 10.,800 yd.., l.44 
c. 149.5 
d. slow 
e. speed up 
r. 280 
8. a. 3900 yd., 320; 3900 yd., 26o 
b. 10.4 kt. 
c. 279 
cl. 22 min. (13 plus 9) 





- . - - ...... - ,. ... . ... , -........ ,. 
CHA.PT!ia IV 
1. a. plot 
b. 9.5 
. c. 3500 
de Yes 
e. station 10 
t. 238, 8400 yd• 
2. a. 9 
b. Yes 
c. l & 5 
de 9400 yds, 104 
3. a. 8 
b• 14 
c, 198, 1500 yd, 
d. 320 
e. 193, 9500 yd. 
4. a. No 
b. 111900 yd., ~45 
c. ll,400 yd., · 3.30 
de 003 
e. Rotate ships in stations 
ll and 15 one station 
counter-clockwise. 
Se a. $009 yd. 
be 348 306 
c. ooo; 126 
d• 280 
6. a. 161 
b. 139 
?. a. 287£4800 
b• 026 .S 
c. 018 
0 a. a. 226 .$ 
b. 9.5 min 
Co 6258 yd_, 015 
de 242 .5 
e. 167 
) 
CHAPTER V CHAPTER VI 
8.5 1. a. 10 1. a. 
b. 14 (2 vacant) b. No 
c. 8 c. 2$00 
d. 2000 yd., 070 d. ifo 
e. 189 e. Dent Line 
2. a. 11 2. a. Plot 
be 20 b• 5, 8000 yd., 350 
c. 10 Ce 239 . d. 1000 yd. de Starboard . . 
J. a, No 3. a, 5S1 
b. 1500 yd.a. b, r.one 
c. One or two c. 325 
4. l0.,400 yd., 079 
cI. 7• 8 min. 
a, 
b. 291 4. a. 568 
c. 111400 yd,., 087 be 262., 7400 yd• 0 c. 10,100, 328 
5, a. 220 d. 125 
b, 040 
c. 3 min. 5, a, 5S6 
6, a, 
b, Starboard, 4 
201 Co 18~8,,5 min, 
b, 5,7 min. d, 16 2 
7. a. 3400 yds, 6. a, Station 3J port 
b. 300 yd; 1.5 min, b. Port J34, 7400 yd. 
c, 030 c, Five 
d, 20 kts, d, 113 
a. a, 3250 yd., 000 1. a, Two and four 
b, 3191 19.5 kt, b• Four 
c, 308 c. 118 
d. 310 
8. a. One; 18.7 kt, 
b, Three J 3800 yd, 




CHJ\PTi!it VII CHAPTER VIII 
1. a. o6o 1. ae o.8 
b• Yes be 74% 
c. COKE 
d. Seven 2. a. 2000 rt. 
e. 256½ be 50 miles 
,.. 2. a. 090 3. a. East and West 
b. Five b. 20 miles 
c. 147 c. 94i% . de 158 de 222 hrs or 23 hrs. . . 
3. a. 032 4. a. 10 
b. 5.2 min. be 1.343 
4. a. 24~; Five 5. a. 50 mi. 
b. Eight; 043 be 35. 7 mie 
c. 127.5 c. 8 
d. 3 3/4° 
;. a. Seven e. ~l) 041 
be l~ine, when ordered after 2) 132 
screen reorients (3) 223 
c. 339 
6. a. 90 mi 
6. a. Nine be 0.9 
be No Co 96% 
c. 14.8 kt. do Yes 
e. (1) 298 
7. a. Port (2) 032 
be 006 (3) 126 
c. No fo 8½ hrso 




) 1. a. Linear Patrol 
b, .94; 82J~ 
c, 27.7 kt. 
c4 26 mi. 
e, 4 mi 
2. a. Linear or Fixed Station 
l'l., b• 0.375 
c. 4 
do 1.5; lJo.3 :miles 
• 1.7 miles . . e • 
.3. a. 9 
be 1.04 
c. lfo 
cl. Fi..."Ced Station 
4. a. Crossover 
b, 1.3 
c. 94J; 
d, 11.5 miles 
e. 13,5 mi 
r. 30° 
g. 220., 340 
h, 7. 7 miles 
5, a, Crossover 
b, 327 
c. 12 (4 per side) 
d, 1.31 
e. 1150 yd. 
f. (l) ll.00 yd. 
(2) 34° 
(3) 1340 yd. 
(4) 740 yd, 
g. 13,4 lets. 
6. a. six 
b• 432 yds. 
c. 190., 090., 350., 090 
7. a. 938 miles 
b, 70 
c. 828 miles 
d• 101 miles 
